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Hawks' Smith not fazed by reactions to jump shots

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

7:56 p.m. Monday, May 9, 2011 

Hawks forward Josh Smith wants you to believe he doesn't hear thousands of home fans pleading with 

him not to shoot when he winds up from the perimeter.

“I put them on mute,” Smith said Monday, smiling.

Eventually Smith, an Atlanta native, acknowledged that he hears the fans but noted there were a lot of 

Bulls supporters at the game. “Those are the people saying it,” he said, still smiling.

It was easy for Smith to make light of the situation after his energetic play lifted the Hawks to a 100-88 

victory over Chicago on Sunday night. Fans cheered Smith as he made several key plays to help the 

Hawks tie the best-of-seven Eastern Conference semifinals at two games each.

Before the strong ending Smith had missed 6 of 7 shots from beyond 15 feet (one came as the shot clock 

was about to expire). That was after coach Larry Drew, teammates and vocal fans at Philips Arena all 

have tried to convince Smith to eschew jump shots for attempts closer to the basket.

After the game Smith seemed annoyed by reporters' questions about his jump shots.

“The media is trying to ‘T.O.' me,” Smith said, referring to controversial NFL wide receiver Terrell 

Owens.

Most Hawks fans sounded as if they were appealing to Smith not to shoot rather than deriding him but 

some booed when he missed. There were similar reactions during the regular season but it's been more 

noticeable during the playoffs because of larger crowds and increased scrutiny.

Smith said the treatment from fans “doesn't faze me” because his teammates are supportive. He said he 

believes fans want him to see him play to his potential, especially since he's a local.

“No matter what they say about me I love them,” Smith said. “I really do. It's a love-hate thing. They hate 

me.”

Smith smiled before adding, “We've had our times but it's sort of like a brother thing.”

Blown call
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Game 4 official Bennett Salvatore said he didn’t mean to blow his whistle with 2:27 to go when Hawks 

guard Jamal Crawford made contact with Chicago's Derrick Rose as Rose attempted a shot.

“I didn’t think it was a foul,” Salvatore told a pool reporter after the game. “Having watched the replay 

after the game, it was a foul and I should have called it. I made a mistake.”

The Hawks led 90-84 at the time. The inadvertent whistle led to a jump ball, which the Hawks won before 

scoring.

‘Wide open'

The Hawks have looked around at all the upsets in the playoffs and started thinking about their own 

chances to make a run.

“It is wide open,” Hawks guard Joe Johnson said. “I don't think you can pinpoint it and say, ‘Oh, they are 

going to win it.' There's not that dominant team out there. Our chances are just as good as anybody 

else.”

Dallas eliminated the two-time defending champion Lakers on Sunday. Eighth-seeded Memphis beat 

San Antonio, the West's top seed, in the first round and now leads Oklahoma City two games to one.

Etc.

Hawks guard Kirk Hinrich (hamstring) said his injury has improved but he hasn't done any court work. 

Drew said he still doesn't expect Hinrich to play against Chicago. Hinrich said he could return if the 

Hawks advance to the East finals.
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